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Lauri is a dedicated young teacher for the deaf. Her past conceals a wound still unhealed, her

present is a facade, and she uses her career to hide her loneliness. Drake, daytime TV's most

popular star, has two heartaches - the daughter he believes will never have a normal life and the

dead wife he can't forget. Jennifer is the beautiful hearing-impaired child who may become a pawn

between the man and the woman she needs the most. Now, in the heart of a New Mexico arts

community, the three may become a family...but only if each one dares to find a voice and lets his or

her fears and needs speak for themselves.
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"Sandra Brown is known for her memorable storytelling." (Tulsa World)"Sandra Brown proves

herself top-notch." (Associated Press) --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of

this title.

Sandra Brown is the author of numerous New York Times bestsellers - including most recently

Smash Cut, Smoke Screen, Play Dirty, Ricochet, Chill Factor, White Hot, Hello, Darkness, The

Crush, and Envy. She is the recipient of the 2008 Thriller Master Award from International Thriller

Writers, Inc. She and her husband live in Arlington, Texas.

This was another well written Sandra Brown novel.Although I would have to say I am in love with

Sandra Brown's novels. I don't think I have read anything that she has written that I have not truly



enjoyed. I think, I have read every thing that she has written.she can create some great stories, that

the reader can get lost in.

The story line is definitely a page turner, especially when I am related to 6 year old twin boys with

hearing deficiencies. I haven't read a book that kept me reading at bedtime in a long time. Sandra

Brown really keeps you wondering throughout this entire book about whether things are as they

appear to be or not.

Sandra Brown writes very good stories even though they are sometimes predictable. She draws you

in with her charming characters and you realize that ultimately there will be a happy ending, but you

don't care. They are pretty relaxing stories and true love always wins out. I will continue to read her

books because they are easy to read and very romantic.

This novel barely deserves one star. It has no discernible plot. The characters, especially the adult

female protagonist, act like they are living in the 18th century! She actually stamps her feet when

she is angry. About 90% of the story is sexual teasing of each other by the two one dimensional

main characters...will they or won't they "do it!"? Should they or shouldn't they "do it"? Such

hogwash at just about every 10 pages of narrative. Terribly disappointed at Sandra Brown for

publishing this drivel. I usually love her books, but I'd ask her for a refund on this one!
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Very good book!
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